1. Match.

- I am
- you are
- he is
- she is
- it is
- we are
- they are
- are they?
- is she?
- are we?
- am I?
- is he?
- are you?
- is it?

2. Complete the questions.

- I am
  - ........ ........ happy?
- you are
  - Are ........ sad?
- he is
  - ........ ........ tall?
- she is
  - ........ ........ pretty?
- it is
  - ........ ........ fat?
- we are
  - ........ ........ hungry?
- they are
  - ........ ........ angry?
Complete with am, are or is.

......... I happy?

......... you sad?

......... he tall?

......... she pretty?

......... it fat?

......... we hungry?

......... you thirsty?

......... they angry?